
 

undelete files and folders from NTFS, FAT or ext2 partitions, including CD-ROM and floppy disks, and restore files deleted by a virus, trojan, malware, power surge, hardware failure or other reason. Recover files/folders in a file system which is damaged by chkdsk, scandisk, fsck, checkdisk, fixboot, or by using the "Windows NTFS Backup" or other backup programs. Magic Partition Recovery recovers deleted files/folders
which are inaccessible. It uses advanced algorithms, such as hybrid, content-aware, file-by-file, and/or directory-by-directory scanning. With these techniques, it scans the selected partitions to locate files/folders which were deleted by the operating system and other reasons. Magic Partition Recovery allows you to select items from the entire disk, including hidden files and folders. It will then scan the selected partition for
deleted files and folders. The undelete processes are very fast. For unknown reasons, the application was developed in Hungarian, but it is supported in other languages as well. Other features include: � Undelete files/folders in a file system which is damaged by chkdsk, scandisk, fsck, checkdisk, fixboot, or by using the "Windows NTFS Backup" or other backup programs. � Scan NTFS partitions for deleted files and folders,
including disks, partitions and RAID arrays. � Scan FAT partitions for deleted files and folders, including disks, partitions and FAT32 volumes. � Undelete files/folders on CD-ROMs, as well as removable disks and external USB devices. � Undelete files/folders on floppy disks. � Undelete files/folders on floppy partitions. � Scan file systems on CD-ROMs and external USB devices for deleted files and folders. � Scan disks
for deleted files and folders. � Extract deleted files/folders to a local folder. � Print the found files and folders to a PDF document. � Copy the found files and folders to a local folder or to a specified FTP server. � Extract the found files and folders to a virtual image. � Create an ISO image or save the found files and folders to a virtual image. � Delete the recovery history. � Scan file systems of multiple disks for 70238732e0
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- Insert keypresses to make Files Compare Tool show differences between two files (VBScript and JScript) - Auto-search in files and folders in current folder. - Undo the last command. - The result of the last action is saved to the registry. - The result of the last action is saved to a file (just in case). - Ability to select on the line a filename, part of a filename, part of a string, hexadecimal part, octal part, decimal part, or any other
type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the
in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in
the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a
folder, any data in the file, or any other type of data, followed by opening the file and the in-memory part. - The search results are saved in the registry. - Ability to select on the line a file, a folder, any data in the file, or any other http://www.jsntgs.com/message/message.php?lang=en
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